INDUSTRY SECTOR
IN PARIS

Build new skills and intercultural competencies in Paris, where you'll gain experience in the city's various startups, businesses, industries, and more.*

Marketing and Communications
Social media, digital marketing, film, graphic design, video production, and more:
+ Communications with a digital marketing agency
+ Marketing for a local restaurant and brewery
+ Writing for an online cultural magazine

Politics and International Relations
Research, advocacy, and more:
+ Research political trends for a European think tank
+ Project management with a local lobbying group
+ Logistics for a youth-focused NGO

The Arts
Fashion, film, literature, visual arts, and more:
+ Business development for a fashion forecasting agency
+ Project management for a documentary film production company
+ Event planning with a visual arts center
+ Member services for a local bilingual library

Entrepreneurship and Startups
Research, business development, community management, and more:
+ E-commerce with a fashion and design consulting agency
+ Business development for a language testing app

*These companies are examples of previous partnerships and cannot be guaranteed for internship placement.

A Business Hub Like No Other
Paris is a major international business hub with the most Fortune 500 headquarters in Europe and a destination for worldwide investors. France's capital is also a center of innovation. The city's dynamic startup environment is perfect for budding entrepreneurs.

Paired with incomparable museums and monuments to visit and efficient public transportation to get you anywhere you need to go, Paris is an ideal city for students and young professionals to work and play in. As a global intern, you'll have the opportunity to gain practical, real-world work experience in many dynamic industries.

Find the internship that will launch your career

Learn from entrepreneurs in the real world.